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=============================================================================== 
1.   Legal
=============================================================================== 



This may be not be reproduced under any circumstances except for personal,  
private use. It may not be placed on any web site or otherwise distributed 
publicly without advanced written permission. Use of this guide on any other 
web site or as a part of any public display is strictly prohibited, and a  
violation of copyright. 

=============================================================================== 
2.   Controls 
=============================================================================== 

These are the on-foot controls. 

     Circle                - Attack/Shoot 
     X                     - Sprint 
     Square                - Jump 
     Triangle              - Enter car 

     Analogue Nub          - Move Toni 
     L + Analogue          - Look around 
     R + Analogue          - Cycle targets 
     
     R (trigger)           - Target 

     Left D-pad            - Cycle weapons 
     Right D-pad           - Cycle weapons 

Again, in the cars the control scheme is slightly different. 

     L + Analogue + Circle - Drive-by 
     Square                - Brake 
     Circle                - Shoot (on bike) 
     X                     - Accelerate 
     Triangle              - Get out/off vehicle 
  
     R (trigger)           - Hand-brake 

     Left D-pad            - Cycle radio 
     Right D-pad           - Cycle radio 
     Up D-pad              - Special (R3) missions 
     Down D-pad            - Horn 

=============================================================================== 
3.   Walkthrough 
=============================================================================== 

******************************************************************************* 
|> 
| ortland 
******************************************************************************* 

------------------------["Lucky" Vincenzo's Strand]---------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- Prologue                                            3.1.0 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go to your new apartment and then take Vincenzo to his place. 
Reward  : $100 

o Get in the car 



o Drive to the hideout 
o Drive to the warehouse in Atlantic Quays 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- "Slacker"                                           3.1.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go check up on Vincenzo's dealer then take him to work in Chinatown. 
Reward:   $100 

o Get a vehicle 
o Drive to the dealer in St. Marks 
o Take him to Chinatown 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- "Dealing Revenge"                                   3.1.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go kill the rival dealers. 
Reward:   $500 

o Get a vehicle and head to Chinatown 
o Kill the enemy in a fist-fight in the alleyway 
o Kill the enemy on the edge of this block 
o Kill the enemy who is slightly further away 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- "Snuff"                                             3.1.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Kill the guy in the Construction Site and take his car. 
Reward  : $500 

o Get a vehicle and head to Ammu-nation 
o Get back in the vehicle and go to the construction site 
o Go through the door, kill the two enemies with the pistol (kill the one on 
  the right first), and head through the corridor after picking up the ammo 
o Use manual aim (down on d-pad) to blow up the barrel 
o Kill the enemy from the left 
o Kill the enemy who is hiding behind the car 
o Take the car to the Pay'N'Spray 
o Store it in your garage 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- "Smash and Grab"                                    3.1.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Rescue the guys at the gas station, lose the heat and then drive 
          them back to Vincenzo's. 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get a four-door car - the car normally outside the warehouse (near the bike) 
  will do fine 
o Quickly get to the gas-station before the life bar on the right of the screen 
  depletes
o Pick up the guys 
o Drive to the Pay'N'Spray and get sprayed 
o Drive to Atlantic Quays 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 



|Vincenzo Strand -- "Hot Wheels"                                        3.1.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get the car. Get the vehicle resprayed and take it to the lockup! 
Reward  : $0 

o Get to the car in Trenton 
o Evade the cops and get to the Pay'N'Spray 
o Go to the lockup in St. Marks 
o Take the car to the Junkyard 

------------------------------[JD O'Toole Strand]------------------------------ 

NOTE:
     You cannot recieve missions from JD while you are wearing the Leone Suit. 
     Go to your Hideout and change into the Casual clothes. Save aswell. Not 
     wearing your casual outfit will cause the scene "Knock Knock" when you 
     enter the Yellow Mission square outside the Deliveries alley. 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "Bone Voyeur"                                             3.2.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go collect money from JD's girls around the Red Light District. 
Reward  : $500 

o Get in the van with JD 
o Find all the girls in the Red Light District 
  - Take a right, then a right onto the highway, then a right again, then  
    another right, then a left and finally a right 
o Drop off JD at his club 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "Don in 60 Seconds"                                       3.2.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take the car away from the raiding cops andback to the Mansion in  
          St. Marks 
Reward  : $0? 

o Get in the car 
o Turn round quickly and get to the Pay'n'Spray 
o Go to the designated area to the east, in St. Marks 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "A Volatile Situation"                                    3.2.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

NOTE:
     Use Chunkubis' map to find some armour! 

http://db.gamefaqs.com/portable/psp/file/grand_theft_auto_lcs_portland_item.png 

Overview: Stop the attack! 
Reward  : $1000 

o Go to ammu-nation and pick up some weapons 
o Get to the casino 
o Kill the first wave, grabbing the health in the alley behind the casino after 
  they're dead, if you need it. Watch out for the one who runs straight at the 



  casino. Kill him first 
o Kill the second wave, who have better weapons. Refill health here if needed 
o Kill the third wave, who have very good weapons 
o When the truck parks, get in it and drive away. Get out when told to and run 
  away 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "Blow up 'Dolls'"                                         3.2.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Rig the car, then take it into the destination. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get in the white estate car out front 
o Take it to the place and get it rigged 
o Drive to the building, park the car and run away 
o Press the attack button when told to 

----------------------------[Ma Cipriani Strand]------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Ma Cipriani Strand -- "Snappy Dresser"                                 3.3.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take a picture of the guy and take it back to Ma. 
Reward  : $100 

o Get in a vehicle and go to your home 
o Get the camera 
o Drive to the shop in Chinatown 
o Follow the van at a safe distance until a scene occurs 
o Follow the van again - do not get too close 
o Go up until you can just see them, then zoom in with the camera. You have 
  three shots to get all three people in it! 
o Take the evidence back to Ma 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Ma Cipriani Strand -- "Big Rumble in Little China"                     3.3.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take out the two gangs in Chinatown. 
Reward  : $0 

o Get a durable CAR 
o Drive to Chinatown and ram the vehicle until they get out 
o Run them over 
o Go find the next group - in an alley where cars cannot get to 
o Shoot them to death 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Ma Cipriani Strand -- "Grease Sucho"                                   3.3.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Win the race. 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get the car you got in the "Snuff" mission 
o Get to the starting point 
o The race is easy, and this car is GOOD, pay attention to your mini-map and 
  the arrows in the checkpoints 



o At the end, chase the car in the scene and ram it until the man gets out 
o Run him over 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Ma Cipriani Strand -- "Dead Meat"                                      3.3.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take the guy out to the Sawmill. 
Reward  : $500 

o Get a car and drive to the Shop in Chinatown again 
o Drive to the Sawmill in Trenton/Atlantic Quay and go through the gate 
o Park out back 
o Chase down the ginger guy and attack him 
o Get in the white van 
o Go to the Pay'N'spray 
o Take the van back to the shop 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Ma Cipriani Strand -- "No Son of Mine"                                 3.3.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

NOTE:
     You can do this now, or later. Also, GET BODYARMOUR AND LOTS OF SHOTGUN 
     AMMO FROM YOUR HIDEOUT (if you got 20 Hidden Packages). 

Overview: People are attacking - take them out! 
Reward  : $0 

o Get the Shotgun, kill the guy on the stairs 
o Venture down the stairs, use the walls as cover and kill the first wave - use 
  your SMG for long-ranged enemies. Take note of the health here 
o Kill the second wave - some will try and get into the restaurant, so watch 
  out
o SMG ammo is in the car-park, so remember that 
o The final two waves are tough, so blow up the stacked up cars that have no 
  doubt appeared to kill them 

ALTERNATE:

o When you are running low on ammo, get a car and drive off - this will make 
  them easier to kill one-on-one sometimes 

This is the most difficult mission in Portland. Well done. 

-----------------------------[Salvatore Strand]-------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "The Offer"                                        3.4.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take the bribe to the destination 
Reward  : $500 

o Get in any vehicle - preferably the bike outside 
o Drive to the docks and park in the marker 
o JUST RUN AWAY FROM IT ALL TO THE EXIT OF THE DOCKS. DO NOT STOP - JUST MASH 
  THE X BUTTON LIKE CRAZY! 
o As soon as you exit the docks the mission is complete 



|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Ho Selecta!"                                      3.4.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take some of the girls to the docks. 
Reward  : $500 

o Get a four door, quick car - the Sentinel out front is good 
o Pick up three girls and take them to the docks 
o Pick up another three and take them to the docks 
o This is a timed mission, so be quick 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Frighteners"                                      3.4.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Scare the leaders into submission 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get a vehicle 
o Go to one of the leaders and get them out of their car 
o Hit them a few times - warning, one of them has a pistol! 
o Repeat for the next two 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Rollercoaster Ride"                               3.4.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Steal the limo and petrify the occupant! 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get to the radio station ASAP! 
o Take out the driver and get in the limo 
o Drive on the wrong side of the roads/perform jumps/drive really fast/dodge 
  other cars minimally to fill the scare meter 
o Drive to the docks and drop the person off 

------------------------------[Maria Strand]----------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Maria Strand -- "Shop 'till You Strop"                                 3.5.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take Maria "shopping". 
Reward  : $100 

o Get a car, preferably 
o Take Maria to the first shop - the wanted level is easy to dodge 
o Go to the next shop - when the scene finishes drive ASAP to the Pay'N'Spray! 
o Take Maria home 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Maria Strand -- "Taken for a Ride"                                     3.5.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take Maria to get her drugs 
Reward  : $500 

o Take Maria to Chinatown - make sure you're facing their car (your hood to 
  their trunk) 



o Chase the car and ram it until it smokes 
o Run over to the two enemies 
o Take Maria home 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Maria Strand -- "Booby Prize"                                          3.5.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Win the bike race 
Reward  : $0 

o Get a Sanchez or PCJ600 and go to the start 
o Win the two-lapped race. Quite difficult - remember the tips from the car 
  race! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Maria Strand -- "Biker Heat"                                           3.5.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take out the biker. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get an SMG and get to Chinatown and go down the alley 
o Quickly get on the bike to the right and chase the guy 
o Shoot him off the bike 
o Take his bike if you want - it's bulletproof 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Maria Strand -- "Overdose of Trouble"                                  3.5.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take Maria out to find her Zap. 
Reward  : $0 

o Get a car and head to the Callahan Diner 
o Ignore the chasers and head to the Construction Site 
o Now head to Salvatore's 

------------------------------[Salvatore Strand]------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Contra-Banned"                                    3.6.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go to the docks and watch over the deal 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get a four-door car and pick up the guys scattered throughout St. Marks 
o Drive to the docks 
o Park up in the marker 
o Quickly get in the Patriot and STAY in it 
o Drive to the Pay'N'Spray and dodge the cops and their stingers 
o Drive the car to the lockup 

------------------------------[JD O'Toole Strand]------------------------------ 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "Salvatore's Salvation"                                   3.7.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 



Overview: Stop the plan from going ahead! 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get in a car and follow the enemy to his destination - stay a distance from  
  him though 
o Pray you got the 20 packages and I quote my other guide here (spoilers  
  removed, of course): 

"Quickly, park the car (facing the WAY YOU JUST CAME) outside the entrance to  
this place, and point your shotgun at the enemy just about to enter the car. 
Kill him and another enemy will jump out, so end his life, too." 

o The car will leave for the Junkyard now - beat it there 
o Park under the crusher, get out when you see the car enter the Yard 
o Wait for the car to stop, jack it and drive to the destination 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "The Guns of Leone"                                       3.7.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Protect the gang from the rooftops. 
Reward  : $3000 

o Head across the street and to the roof. Grab the rifle and learn the controls 
  via to the on-screen commands. If you have a Shotgun, just drop down and kill 
  all the enemies, or stay up here and use the rifle on all the enemies - keep 
  an eye on your map 
o Follow the gang into the club 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "Calm Before the Storm"                                   3.7.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Follow the "snitch" around north Portland. 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get to Salvatore's ASAP 
o Follow the chopper down to the Construction Site 
o Follow it to chinatown, then onto the roof 
o Kill all the many enemies here 
o Go downstairs and kill the rest of them - blow up the trucks blocking your 
  exit, if need be 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|JD Strand -- "The Made Man"                                            3.7.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Drive JD to the meet. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get in the car, and wait for the ambush to arrive 
o Go to Salvatore's mansion and use the entrance as a bottle-neck - kill the 
  attackers 
o Drive to the Yard 

------------------------------[Vincenzo Strand]-------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Vincenzo Strand -- "The Portland Chainsaw Masquerade"                  3.8.1 | 



|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go see Vincenzo on the boat. 
Reward  : $3000 

o Get to the boat, just stick to these warehouses and it'll lead you to the 
  dock area (not the actual Docks) 
o Go inside the boat and check the alleys that lead off to find a Colt Python 
  and body-armour 
o A shotgun helps here. Use the tap-x trick to continously sprint from one side 
  of the room to the other, turn kill one, then run again. Continue till all 
  of them are dead. Watch out for their chainsaws 
o Kill the last enemy - he has a gun, so watch out! 

------------------------------[Salvatore Strand]------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Sindacco Sabotage"                                3.9.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Help the Leone's win the turf war. 
Reward  : $1500 

o The aim? Kill all the enemies before the "Leone" life bar runs out. 
o Get to the Red Light District and kill all the enemies you see - they come 
  from alleys, down the road...everywhere! 
o Make sure the Leone life-bar doesn't deplete. You'll get a warning when there 
  is less than ten Leone's left 
o After they're all dead the mission is complete (look around for health if 
  you need it!) 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "The Trouble with Triads.."                        3.9.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Pick up the money from the warehouse in Atlantic Quays. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Drive to the warehouse 
o Watch the scene 
o Run around the warehouse, picking up all the cash (noted as green dots on 
  your mini-map) watching out for fire and enemies 
o Kill the enemies that you need to 
o Get out after all the money is collected 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Driving Mr. Leone"                                3.9.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get Salvatore out of Portland by any means necessary. 
Reward  : $4000 

o Drive the car to the Ferry Port 
o Go to the Pay'N'Spray, watch out for the cops 
o Drive to the Callahan bridge and over the jump 
o Get to the safe-house near Fort-Staunton 

******************************************************************************* 
(ｯ 



_)taunton Island 
******************************************************************************* 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "A Walk in the Park"                               3.9.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Bring the phone as proof to Salvatore 
Reward  : $1500 

o Un-equip all weapons 
o Head to Belleville Park 
o Find the target and kill him (the Shotgun is extremely effective here!) 
o Grab the phone 
o Get out of the park and steal a vehicle 
o Take the phone to Salvatore 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Making Toni"                                      3.9.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Drive to the ceremony 
Reward  : $2000 

o Get in the car and drive to the meet 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Caught in the Act"                                3.9.6 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Protect the boat from the Secret Service. 
Reward  : $2000 

o Meet Sal
o Defend the boat in this FPS on rails segment - there's guys on the rocks, 
  in boats and on the jetty's - aim for the barrels to take these out! 

-----------------------------[Donald Love Strand]------------------------------ 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "The Morgue Party Candidate"                     3.a.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Steal the hearse, take it to Donald. 
Reward  : $1000 

o Get in a strong and fast CAR 
o Find the hearse (it'll probably be around Fort Staunton) 
o Ram it until the driver gets out 
o Drive the car, watching out for the cops, to Donald Love's garage 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Steering the Vote"                              3.a.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Win over the marginal voting area by passing through their checkpoint 
          and then destroy the rival vans. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get in the van out front 



o Drive through the two furthest away checkpoints 
o Make sure you have an Uzi, and destroy the other two vans, or at least one 
o Grab five of the checkpoints 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Cam-pain"                                       3.a.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Kill the three groups of rival workers before they spread their word! 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get in a quick vehicle - preferably a car 
o Get to the closest marker, head up the stairs and find the workers 
o Kill the guys in blue suits first - they're armed 
o Kill the campaigners 
o Drive to the next group - run as many over as you can 
o Kill the stragglers - remember to get the blue suits first! 
o Drive to Liberty Campus and kill the suits first again 
o Kill the rest then watch the mini-scene 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Friggin' the Riggin'"                           3.a.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the warehouse! 
Reward  : $1500 

o Go to the Fully Cocked gun store and get the flame-thrower 
o Drive to warehouse and kill the guys on the door 
o Grab the grenades between the two vans 
o Use them to destroy the two vans 
o Go inside and use a rifle or Shotgun to kill the enemies - who come in waves 
  after you kill the first lot 
o Destroy all the printers by setting them alight - KILL THE ENEMIES THAT COME 
  IN AS YOU DESTROY THEM WITH A GUN! 
o Destroy the paper 
o Continue to kill enemies 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Love and Bullets"                               3.a.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Protect the car 
Reward  : $2000 

o After the scene, get out and get the Rifle from the boot 
o Kill the people in the alley to the left with an automatic rifle (AK/M4) 
  first 
o Kill people of roof and bridge with Sniper Rifle 
o Take the car back to Love's and watch out for the Bobcat with the gunner on 
  the back! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Counterfeit Count"                              3.a.6 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Steal the papers from the van! 
Reward  : $2500 

o Get a QUICK vehicle 



o Drive to the first meet - kill the guy AFTER he gets out of the van 
o Grab the papers 
o Repeat for the next two meets - very easy, just don't take too long getting 
  the papers! 

-------------------------[Church Confessional Strand]-------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|CC Strand -- "L.C. Confidential"                                       3.b.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get an FBI car, and get the report from the informant. 
Reward  : $1500 

o You have to be quick here! Get a quick car 
o Drive to the bridge/highway near Fort Staunton 
o Run through all the cops and get an FBI car (all black car...looks like a   
  Sentinel) 
o Drive to the informant 
o Turn the car round ASAP and kill the guy who ran away 
o Grab the papers 
o Take them back to the Liberty Tree 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|CC Strand -- "The Passion of the Heist"                                3.b.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get the stuff wanted and take it to the LTN again. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Get a Sniper Rifle and go to the entrance of the meet - Snipe the people on 
  the entrance 
o Snipe as many as you can from the grass on the right 
o See the chopper? Get an automatic and run in - find the Rocket Launcher near 
  the truck thingymabobs beside the Portacabin 
o Blow up the Chopper 
o Kill the rest of the guys 
o Get the case and take it to the LT 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|CC Strand -- "Karmageddon"                                             3.b.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Cause havoc in a fire-truck! 
Reward  : $1500 

o Fill the destruction bar 
o Crush people, make cars spin round, blow things off, knock people off their 
  bikes....anything! 
o Dump the firetruck in the water - bail out before it gets near it though! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|CC Strand -- "False Idols"                                             3.b.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Kill the 3 interviewees. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Mark the position of the church 
o Go and get a Rocket Launcher from Fully Cocked 



o Go back to the Church and wait for the vehicles (Limo/Hummer). Destroy them 
o Go round behind the church (stay on the roads) and shoot down the Chopper 
o Go back to the Church 

------------------------------[Salvatore Strand]------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Search and Rescue"                                3.c.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go and get Sal 
Reward  : $2000 

o Go and get the limo 
o Get out and kill all the enemies that line this alley - there's a lot, so an 
  M4 helps here, or an AK47 
o Go into the sub-alley and kill the enemies here 
o Watch the scene, then kill the ambushing enemies from behind 
o Take out the enemies in the alley again - stay close to the walls and take 
  one out, retreat and repeat 
o Get in the limo 
o Drive Sal to his place 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Taking the Peace"                                 3.c.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: "Jack" Paulie's car and wreck the meet! 
Reward  : $2500 

o Get in the van and take control of the car 
o Drive to the meet 
o Kill all the gang members - do not blow up the car! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Shoot the Messenger"                              3.c.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Kill the gang member! 
Reward  : $3000 

o Get to the boat and follow the guy to the docks around the other side 
o Catch up to him and kill him while he's on foot - if you're fast enough! 
o If not, destroy the car he jacks before he gets to Fort Staunton 

----------------------------[Leon McCaffrey Strand]---------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Leon McCaffrey Strand -- "Sayonara Sindacco's"                         3.d.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take out a few Sindacco's, then defend the car. 
Reward  : $1500 

o Drive to the area Leon wants us to work in 
o Kill all the enemies with arrows over their heads 
o Defend the car ala "Caught in the Act" 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 



|Leon McCaffrey Strand -- "The Whole 9 Yardies"                         3.d.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Lead the gang to the Ambush! 
Reward  : $2000 

o Get to the gang-bikes and steal one 
o Drive down the highway, watching out for the chasing gang 
o Lead them to the ambush and help the Yardies kill them! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Leon McCaffrey Strand -- "Crazy '69'"                                  3.d.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Kill 20 Forelli's in four minutes...with a Katana! 
Reward  : $2000 

o Get to Belleville Park 
o Run around killing the Forelli's - one hit kills ahoy! Make sure you don't 
  get hit...they stun Toni for quite a while! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Leon McCaffrey Strand -- "Night of the Living Dreads"                  3.d.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Help the Yardies fight off the Sindacco's in Newport! 
Reward  : $2000 

o Get to where the Yardies are fighting and blast your way in 
o Now we need to defend the area - so watch out for any enemies who get in. 
  There's a health pickup in here, iirc 
o Move down the alleys and take out the rest of the enemies - one will come 
  speeding at you on a bike! 
o Get to the road to complete the mission 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Leon McCaffrey Strand -- "Munitions Dump"                              3.d.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the two armour trucks! 
Reward  : $2500 

o Quickly, go and buy a Rocket Launcher - you'll need ABOUT 6 rounds, maybe  
  more 
o Get to the closest to Fort Staunton truck (>_>) and blow it up ASAP - if they 
  recognize you hanging about, they'll call in some backup - and there's a lot 
o Repeat the above method for the last two 

-----------------------------[Donald Love Strand]------------------------------ 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Love on the Rocks"                              3.e.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get back the evidence! 
Reward  : $0 

o Get an AK or M4 AND ARMOUR! 
o Get in the van in Newport (I think) 
o It'll tell you where we need to go - if you have a single Rocket left, gettin 



  in is much easier! 
o If not, kill the guys behind the cars - and the guy on the right up above! 
o Work your way in, using the crates as cover 
o When you find the van, take out the enemies surrounding it and get in 
o A guy with a powerful weapon will be riding on the back of a car when we get 
  out - get out and kill him, if you wish 
o Get back to Love's. 

******************************************************************************* 
(ｯ        \  /   
_)horeside \/ale 
******************************************************************************* 

-----------------------------[Salvatore Strand]-------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Lionel"                                           3.f.0 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go see Salvatore. 
Reward  : New outfit. 

o Drive to Sal's "place" 
o Go to Mr. Benz's and get the outfit 
o Go back and see Sal 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Rough Justice"                                    3.f.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Go and kill some more Forelli's - with da Hoods, innit. 
Reward  : $2500 

o Go and pick up the Hoods - and get in their van 
o Go to the first car and shoot at it 
o Kill all the enemies 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Dead Reckoning"                                   3.f.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the boat 
Reward  : $3000 

o Get a Rocket Launcher, or maybe an M4 - Rocket Launcher will make this 
  extremely easy though 
o Get to the Dam and watch the scene 
o DESTROY THAT BOAT! Pull up on the grass AHEAD of it (it goes very slow o_O;;) 
  and take shots at it! 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Strand -- "Shogun Showdown"                                  3.f.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the armour. 
Reward  : ? 

o Get a Yakuza Stinger and head to their lockup 
o Park right up next to the "armour" 
o Get in and drive it to the water - bail out before it hits it though 



-------------------------[Toshiko Kasen Strand]-------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Toshiko Kasen Strand -- "More Deadly than the Male"                    3.g.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Steal another set of armourments. 
Reward  : ? 

o Get down to the docks and kill all the enemies 
o Make your way down to the jetty, continue to kill them 
o Get in the boat ASAP (grab the armour and weapon right before the jetty, if 
  you need to) 
o Drive to the Ferry port, ignoring all the other boats 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Toshiko Kasen Strand -- "Cash Clash"                                   3.g.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the vans. 
Reward  : $3000? 

o Get ANOTHER set of rockets (expensive, eh?) and a bike before this mission 
o Drive down the road a park in front of the three vans 
o Blow them up ASAP 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Toshiko Kasen Strand -- "A Date with Death"                            3.g.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Take Toshiko out. 
Reward  : ? 

o Get the limo and pick up Toshiko 
o Drive to Mr. Benz's and get the clothes 
o Drive to the Opera before 8/9 o'clock 
o Kill the attackers - blow up their car and the bat-wielding guy on the roof 
  of the limo 
o Drive her home, watching out for enemy cars 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Toshiko Kasen Strand -- "Cash in Kazuki's Chips"                       3.g.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Trail Kazuki. 
Reward  : $4000 

Note:
     Have these weapons with you: Shotgun; M4/AK47; Sniper Rifle. 

o Drive to the place in Fort Staunton 
o Kill the men in the elevator with the Shotgun 
o Kill the people behind you with the M4/AK 
o Drive to the casino and get out the Sniper Rifle 
o Take out as many as you can, then head to the casino (there's health behind 
  the stairs) 
o Continue to kill them then head to the heli-pad 
o Kill the bodyguards first 
o Fight the last man 



----------------------------[Donald Love Strand]------------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Panlantic Land Grab"                            3.h.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Steal the plans 
Reward  : ? 

o Drive to the airport in a strong and quick car 
o Chase the car and it's convoy - ram the car until the man gets out 
o Kill the man and steal the papers - destroy the convoy or dodge it 
o Take the papers back to Donald 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Stop the Press"                                 3.h.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get the photos 
Reward  : $2000 

o Drive to the church and speak to the undercover reporter 
o Point a gun at him until the bar fills 
o Drive him to the LT 
o Chase him on the Faggio 
o Shoot him down off his vehicle 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Morgue Party Resurrection"                      3.h.3 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Get Donald his "party-guests"... 
Reward  : 

o Get in a car with Donald 
o Drive to the AMBULANCE first 
o Jack it and drive to the airport, then to the hangar 
o Go to the church from the last mission 
o Steal the hurse 
o Take it to Donald in the hangar 

This mission is timed, so be quick 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "No Money, Mo' Problems"                         3.h.4 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Just a cutscene. 8-Ball says he will phone when the stuff is ready. 
Reward  : -$10,000 or so. 

o Wait for 8-Ball to ring 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Bringing the House Down"                        3.h.5 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Destroy the tunnels 
Reward  : ? 



o A strong weapon is nice here - but get in the van and drive to the  
  destination, watching out for the enemy cars 
o At the bridge to Staunton, go down the right hand tunnel - do not let the  
  meter on the right fill due to damage or it's mission over 
o Go through all the checkpoints, watching out for the attackers 
o When you need to get out, do so, and kill the witness 
o When you set the first bomb, a timer goes off - you gotta be quick! 
o Plant the bombs, and after the last one, run to the destination 
o Kill all the enemies and steal their car 
o Go up the ramp where the car is parked and smash down the gate to finish the 
  mission 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Donald Love Strand -- "Love on the Run"                                3.h.6 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Help Donald. 
Reward  : $6000 

o Get armour and an M4 before this mission 
o Go to the garage to the right and note the armour here 
o Kill all the enemies with the M4 
o When the last one dies, drive to the airport with Love. 

--------------------------------[Salvatore Strand]----------------------------- 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Leone Strand -- "The Shoreside Redemption"                   3.i.1 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Escort Sal to Staunton 
Reward  : ? 

o Get in a cop car and join the convoy 
o Follow it until the scene 
o Turn round and protect the van - this cop car is quite tough! 
o When you need to destroy the barricades, go ahead and drive through the  
  middle of them 
o When you arrive at your destination, the mission is finished 

|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
|Salvatore Leone Strand -- "The Sicillian Gambit"                       3.i.2 | 
|-----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 

Overview: Help Sal get revenge 
Reward  : $500,000 

Weapons? Lots:- 

*M4 
*Rocket Launcher 
*Grenades 
*Shotgun 

o Get in the Sentinel and drive Leone to Staunton 
o Go to City Hall and kill the enemies out front 
o Go to the docks and prepare for another "Caught in the Act" mission - hold L 
  to steady your aim over the waves! 
o When you reach land, kill all the enemies (there's some above, too) 
o You'll reach a guy hiding behind a crate - use a grenade to flush him out 



o Head to the roof and use your Rocket Launcher and M4 to destroy the chopper 

You have completed Liberty City Stories! 

=============================================================================== 
4. Contact
=============================================================================== 

Send your "Grand Theft Auto: Libert City Stories" questions to this email 
address:- 
         gtalcsfaq@gmail.com 

What will be accepted: 
                      *Questions 
                      *Strategies 
                      *Tips 
                      *General info 

Send your personal questions (asking for FAQing help etc) to this email  
address:- 
         05johan@gmail.com 

What will be accepted: 
                      *Anything apart from the four things mentioned above 

Thankyou! 

Le End. 
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